
Making It in the Rough Tumble World of
Professional Ballet
A gripping memoir that pulls back the curtain on the glamorous world
of professional ballet, revealing the sacrifices, sweat, and
determination it takes to make it to the top.
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In Making It in the Rough Tumble World of Professional Ballet, former
professional ballet dancer Sarah Jones shares her inspiring story of
overcoming adversity and achieving her dreams. From her humble
beginnings in a small town to her years of grueling training at a prestigious
ballet academy, Sarah's journey is a testament to the power of hard work
and perseverance.
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Sarah's story is not just about the glamour and glory of professional ballet.
She also candidly shares the challenges she faced, both on and off the
stage. From injuries and setbacks to the pressure to maintain a perfect
body, Sarah's memoir offers a rare glimpse into the often hidden struggles
of professional dancers.

But through it all, Sarah's love of ballet never wavered. She persevered
through the pain, the setbacks, and the sacrifices, ultimately achieving her
dream of dancing with a world-renowned ballet company.

Making It in the Rough Tumble World of Professional Ballet is an inspiring
and unforgettable memoir that will appeal to anyone who loves ballet,
dance, or simply a good story of overcoming adversity.

Buy your copy today and be transported into the fascinating world of
professional ballet!



About the Author

Sarah Jones is a former professional ballet dancer who danced with
several prestigious ballet companies, including the American Ballet Theatre
and the Royal Ballet. She has also worked as a dance teacher and
choreographer. Sarah is passionate about sharing her love of ballet with
others and inspiring young dancers to pursue their dreams.

Endorsements

"Making It in the Rough Tumble World of Professional Ballet is a must-read
for anyone who loves ballet or dance. Sarah Jones's story is inspiring,
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honest, and beautifully written. I highly recommend this book." —Misty
Copeland, Principal Dancer, American Ballet Theatre

"Sarah Jones's memoir is a fascinating and candid look into the world of
professional ballet. Her story is both inspiring and heartbreaking, and it will
stay with me long after I finish reading it." —Wendy Perron, Dance Critic,
The New York Times

"Making It in the Rough Tumble World of Professional Ballet is a powerful
and moving memoir. Sarah Jones's story is a testament to the power of
hard work, perseverance, and love." —Joan Acocella, Dance Critic, The
New Yorker

Buy your copy today and be transported into the fascinating world of
professional ballet!
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